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Why Online Assessments?

• Diversity in item format
• Multiple-choice, True/False, matching, short-

answer items, essays, etc.

• Objective and quick marking

• Test security
• Randomized questions and response 

options

• Additional data on test-taking behavior
• Response time
• Records of response changes
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Evans, C. (2013). Making sense of assessment feedback in higher education. Review of Educational Research, 83(1), 70-120.

https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/full/10.3102/0034654312474350


Automated feedback generation

• Exam scores
• A total score

• Subscores for each content area

• Feedback format
• Visual feedback

• Written feedback

• Level of detail
• Feedback on each content area

• Key concepts based on each question

Bulut, O., Cutumisu, M., Singh, D., & Aquilina, A. M. (2020). Guidelines for generating effective feedback from e-assessments. Hacettepe University 
Journal of Education, 35(Special Issue), 60-72. 

http://www.efdergi.hacettepe.edu.tr/yonetim/plugins/uploads/files/3704-published.pdf


Predecessor of 
examvis



Question Content Key Concept

1 Lecture 2 Difference between LO and IO

2 Lecture 1 Measurement error

3 Lecture 3 Elements of validity

4 Lecture 3 Difference between reliability and validity

5 Lecture 3 Difference between reliability and validity

6 Lecture 3 Difference between reliability and validity

7 Lecture 4 Goals of formative assessment

8 Lecture 4 Differences between formative and summative assessment

9 Lecture 4 Goals of formative assessment

10 Lecture 2 Learner outcomes

11 Lecture 2 Writing appropriate instructional objectives

12 Lecture 4 Test blueprint

13 Lecture 3 Threats against reliability

14 Lecture 2 Bloom's taxonomy

15 Lecture 4 Goals of summative assessment

16 Lecture 3 Elements of validity

17 Lecture 1 Threats against reliability

18 Lecture 1 Measurement error

19 Lecture 3 Elements of validity

20 Lecture 2 Learner outcomes

21 Lecture 2 Goals of instructional objectives

22 Lecture 3 Reliability-validity relationship

23 Lecture 1 Elements of classroom assessment

24 Lecture 2 Bloom's taxonomy

25 Lecture 2 Bloom's taxonomy

26 Lecture 2 Bloom's taxonomy

27 Lecture 4 Preparing summative assessment

28 Lecture 2 Writing appropriate instructional objectives

29 Lecture 4 Implementing formative assessment

30 Lecture 3 Elements of reliability

Assessment 
Blueprint











“I just wanted to say thank you for doing this. I have never had a professor who I feel has cared 
about my individual achievement. Nothing but the utmost respect and appreciation for you.”

“Thank you very much for the great feedback from midterm 1. This is the most useful exam I 
have ever written and feedback I have reconciled. I appreciate the detailed responses and 
feedback to help me do better in coming exams and in future application.”

“Thank you so much for this detailed report! I have never gotten feedback for a multiple-
choice exam before, and this is greatly appreciated.”



https://bit.ly/examvisdocumentation

https://bit.ly/examvisdocumentation


Setting up examvis

1. Add the examvis plugin to your eClass course page

2. Create a quiz on eClass
• Multiple-choice, True/False, open-ended questions

3. Group your exam questions
• Create at least 3 content categories (better visualizations!)

• Each content category should have at least 3 or more questions. 

• Move questions into these categories

• Enter at least 1 key concept for each question 









What did students think about examvis?

• Fall 2020
• EDPY 303 – Educational Assessment (2 sections)

• EDPY 507 – Measurement Theory I

• Winter 2021
• EDPY 303 – Educational Assessment (4 sections)

• EDPY 507 – Measurement Theory I

• NURS 125, 216, and 224



What did students think about examvis?

• Did you find the information provided in the score reports 
helpful to better understand your exam performance?
• 95%-97%

• Are you planning to use the information presented in your score 
reports to prepare for your subsequent (or final) exams?
• 75%-94%

• Overall, do you think ExamVis has improved your learning in the 
course?
• 75%-80%



What’s next?

We are currently investigating (using log data on eClass):

1. How frequently students accessed examvis

2. Whether examvis affected students’ course activities

3. Whether examvis improved students’ course performance

We will also prepare additional materials on how to design better 
online assessments and share them as instructional modules. 



Thank You!
For questions/comments:

bulut@ualberta.ca

mailto:bulut@ualberta.ca

